
 

Theme:  The Changing Landscape of Global Higher Education 
 

Deadlines 

* Sessions & Workshops: August 1, 2009 – 11:59 p.m. EDT (U.S.)  

* Posters: November 14, 2009 – 11:59 p.m. EST (U.S.)  

* Learn more about what the Annual Conference Committee is looking for: 

www.nafsa.org/proposals   

Steps for Submitting a Proposal 

  

1

• Learn the Proposal Terminology
• Audience Knowledge Levels

• Content Focus Areas

• Delivery Methods

2

• Begin a Proposal
• Refer to the Proposal Writing Guidelines as you draft your proposal

• Save the proposal as you write

3

• Add Co-presenters
• Do not add more than 4 presenters, including the chair

• Be sure to send the 'data request' email through the system to your 
co-presenters

4

• Enter Biographical Information
• Keep your bio concise, but informative

• Your bio should apply to any proposals you submit, or are asked to 
present on

5

• Complete Your Proposal
• Proposals  must be submitted before 11:59 PM Eastern time on the 

day of the deadline

• Check the box  and hit save to finalize your submission

http://www.nafsa.org/proposals


 

For the full description, review the Call for Proposals: www.nafsa.org/proposals

 

 

Content Focus Areas 

Global Issues & Trends 

Internationalization 

Social Responsibility 

Advocacy 

Theory, Research, & Measurement 

 

Teaching and Learning in International 

Education 

Technology 

Regulatory Complexities 

Personal & Professional Development 

 

Delivery Method Description 

Case Study 
An account of a project, initiative, or program from initial idea to end result. Show participants 

how the content can be applied in their own workplaces…  

Panel Discussion 

A moderated discussion of the topic among the panel presenters, not individual presentations. The 

moderator must have a set of pre-defined questions to ask panelists and should incorporate 

audience questions and feedback into the discussion…  

Panel Presentation 
Traditional presentation by no more than four individual presenters on the same topic, with each 

presenter addressing a specific aspect.  

Point/Counterpoint 

A debate format in which the goal is to offer differing views, theories, perspectives, or 

applications of the topic followed by lively debate among the panelists and/or audience 

participants supporting one or more of the views or perspectives offered. 

Roundtable 

Discussion 

An informal learning opportunity consisting of open, facilitated discussion without a formal 

presentation. Topics should be very narrowly focused and generally at Level II or above in terms 

of audience experience… 

Innovation 

Ideas include:  

 Pecha Kucha – concise presentations held in 6 minutes, 40 seconds (20 slides shown for 

20 seconds each).  

 Speed-dating – participants stand facing each other in two concentric circles, then take 30 

seconds to 2 minutes to exchange responses to questions asked.  

 Meet the experts – Presenters are seated at round tables of 8; bell rings and participants 

move  

 Open Space Technology – participant-organized and –driven sessions centered on a topic 

or theme. Guided by participant ownership and a set of simple rules: whoever shows up 

are the right people, whatever happens is the only thing that could have. 

 Other new delivery methods welcome. 


